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Scientific and Technical Aerospace
Reports
Lists citations with abstracts for aerospace related
reports obtained from world wide sources and
announces documents that have recently been
entered into the NASA Scientific and Technical
Information Database.

EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT DESIGN OF
STRUCTURES
Structural Elements Design Manual: Working With
Eurocodes is the structural engineers ‘companion
volume’ to the four Eurocodes on the structural use of
timber, concrete, masonry and steelwork. For the
student at higher technician or first degree level it
provides a single source of information on the
behaviour and practical design of the main elements
of the building structure. With plenty of worked
examples and diagrams, it is a useful textbook not
only for students of structural and civil engineering,
but also for those on courses in related subjects such
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as architecture, building and surveying whose studies
include the design of structural elements. Trevor
Draycott the former Buildings and Standards Manager
with Lancashire County Council’s Department of
Property Services has 50 years experience in the
construction industry. For 20 years he was also an
associate lecturer in structures at Lancashire
Polytechnic, now the University of Central Lancashire
in Preston. For many years he served on the
Institution of Structural Engineers, North West Branch,
professional interview panel and the North West
regional committee of the Timber Research and
Development Association. Peter Bullman worked for
Felix J Samuely and Partners, Taylor Woodrow
Construction and Building Design Partnership before
joining Bolton Institute, now the University of Bolton,
as a lecturer in structural engineering. He has taught
structural design on higher technician, degree and
postgraduate courses, and has run courses to prepare
engineers for the IStructE Chartered Membership
examination.

Management by Design
Special Structural Topics covers specialty structural
situations for students and professional architects and
engineers, such as soil mechanics, structural retrofit,
structural integrity, cladding design, blast
considerations, vibration, and structural sustainability.
As part of the Architect’s Guidebooks to Structures
series, it provides a comprehensive overview using
both imperial and metric units of measurement with
more than 150 images. As a compact summary of key
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ideas, it is ideal for anyone needing a quick guide to
specialty structural considerations.

Finite-Element Modelling of Structural
Concrete
Seismic design requirements for nonstructural
building components of five major building codes,
including the 1994 Uniform Bldg. Code, the 1994
Standard Bldg. Code, the 1994 NEHRP Recommended
Provisions for Seismic Regulations for New Buildings,
the New Zealand Bldg. Code, and the Japanese Bldg.
Code, were reviewed in this study. Comparisons of
codes reveal wide variation in seismic force and
displacement requirements, both in terms of levels of
stringency and levels of details. The difference in
seismic force requirements between the most and
least stringent codes can be more than five times.

Structural Analysis and Design
Eurocodes have now largely replaced national codes
such as British Standards as the structural design
standard for public and private works. Eurocode 9
deals with the structural specification of aluminium
design, taking into account factors such as fire
design, fatigue, sheeting and shell structures.
Aluminium Structural Elements Design: A Practical
Guide to Eurocode 9 provides a simplified guide to
designing aluminium structural elements. It covers all
5 parts of Eurocode 9: Design of Aluminium Structures
using examples to illustrate what each part means.
Written by a member of the BSI sub-committee
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involved in the development of Eurocode 9 and the
UK National Annex, this book is an essential guide for
all civil and structural engineers undertaking the
switch from British Standards to Eurocodes.

Proceedings of the Tenth International
Conference on Composite Materials:
Structures
Fire Safety Engineering Design of
Structures
Dynamic Loading and Design of
Structures
Structural Mechanics, has become established as a
classic text on the theory of structures and design
methods of structural members. The book clearly and
logically presents the subject's basic principles,
keeping the mathematical content to its essential
minimum.The sixth edition has been revised to take
into account changes in standards, and clarifies the
content with updated design examples and a new
setting of the text. The original simplicity of the
mathematical treatment has been maintained, while
more emphasis has been placed on the relevance of
structural mechanics to the process of structural
design, analysis, materials, and loads on buildings
and structures according to the current British
Standards and European codes of practice.The initial
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chapters of the book deal with the concept of loads
and their effects on structural materials and elements
in terms of stress and strain. The significance of the
shape of the cross-section of structural elements is
then considered. The book finishes with the design of
simple structural elements such as beams, columns,
rafters, portal frames, dome frames and gravity
retaining walls.

On Shear Behavior of Structural
Elements Made of Steel Fiber Reinforced
Concrete
Since the mid-1980s, and in particular the 1992
environmental summit in Rio de Janeiro, sustainability
has become a global issue and the subject of
international debate. In the context of architecture
sustainability implies the use of intelligent
technology, innovative construction methods,
ecologically friendly materials and use of
environmentally-friendly energy resources. This book
begins with an overview of the various approaches
and developments in sustainable architecture,
followed by an in-depth section on urbanism looking
at several European towns. In the third section the
technologies, materials and methods of ecological
architecture are examined. Concluding the volume
are 23 sophisticated and innovative European case
studies. The author and architect Dominique GauzinMüller has specialised on energy and environmental
issues and ecological architecture for over 15 years.

Building Information Modeling
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Designing structures to withstand the effects of fire is
challenging, and requires a series of complex design
decisions. This third edition of Fire Safety Engineering
Design of Structures provides practising fire safety
engineers with the tools to design structures to
withstand fires. This text details standard industry
design decisions, and offers

Examples in Structural Analysis, Second
Edition
17 2 STRESS FIELDS FOR SIMPLE STRUCTURES 2. 1
INTRODUCTION In this chapter the behavior and
strength of simple structures made of rein forced or
prestressed concrete is investigated with the aid of
stress fields. In particular, the webs and flanges of
beams, simple walls, brackets, bracing beams and
joints of frames are investigated. By this means, the
majority of design cases are already covered. In
reality, all structural components are threedimensional. Here, however, components are
considered either directly as two-dimensional plate
elements (i. e. the plane stress condition with no
variation of stress over the thickness of the element)
or they are subdivided into several plates. Since twodimensional structural elements are statically
redundant, it is pOSSible for a particular loading to be
in equilibrium with many (theoretically an infinite
number of) stress states. If the lower bound method
of the theory of plasticity is employed, then an
admissible stress field or any combination of such
stress fields may be selected. In chapter 4 it is shown
that this method is suitable for the design of
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reinforced concrete structures, and the consequence
of the choice of the final structural system on the
structural behavior is dealt with in detail. The first
cases of the use of this method date back to Ritter [6]
and Morsch [4], who already at the beginning of the
century investigated the resultants of the internal
stresses by means of truss models.

Structural Dynamics in Earthquake and
Blast Resistant Design
This book is the structual engineer's "companion
volume" to the four Eurocodes on the structual use of
timber, concrete, masonry and steelwork. For the
student at higher technician or first degree level it
provides a single source of information on the
behaviour and practical design of the main elements
of the building structure. With plenty of worked
ekamples and diagrams, it is a useful textbook not
only for students of structral and civil engineering, but
also for those on courses in related subjects such as
architecture, building and surveying whose studies
include the design of structural elements.

COST Action TU0905 Mid-term
Conference on Structural Glass
From properties and processes to design and
construction analysis, this book collects the
information, data and equations that are needed to
design simply and economically on a day-to-day
basis. Composites: Design Manual presents the
information necessary to facilitate the design and
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procurement of FRP, Graphite and Aramid
Composites. It describes mechanical, physical, and
environmental properties of composites and materials
such as resins, catalysts, reinforcements, multi-axials,
and release agents. Over 100 tables, figures, data
sheets, and examples simplify the practicalities of
composites.

Structural Elements Design Manual
Volume 5: Structures

State of the Art Report on Seismic
Design Requirements for Nonstructural
Building Components
This enlightening textbook for undergraduates on civil
engineering degree courses explains structural design
from its mechanical principles, showing the speed and
simplicity of effective design from first principles. This
text presents good approximate solutions to complex
design problems, such as "Wembley-Arch" type
structures, the design of thin-walled structures, and
long-span box girder bridges. Other more code-based
textbooks concentrate on relatively simple member
design, and avoid some of the most interesting design
problems because code compliant solutions are
complex. Yet these problems can be addressed by
relatively manageable techniques. The methods
outlined here enable quick, early stage, "ball-park"
design solutions to be considered, and are also useful
for checking finite element analysis solutions to
complex problems. The conventions used in the book
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are in accordance with the Eurocodes, especially
where they provide convenient solutions that can be
easily understood by students. Many of the topics,
such as composite beam design, are straight
applications of Eurocodes, but with the underlying
theory fully explained. The techniques are illustrated
through a series of worked examples which develop in
complexity, with the more advanced questions
forming extended exam type questions. A
comprehensive range of fully worked tutorial
questions are provided at the end of each section for
students to practice in preparation for closed book
exams.

Report 36: Textile Reinforced Concrete State-of-the-Art Report of RILEM TC
201-TRC
This book is designed to give the structural engineer
training in microcomputer technology, starting with
theory and computer methods in Part 1 and
culminating in extensive listings of programs in both
Fortran 77 and Basic in Part 2. Because it provides
programs and the information to understand and
modify them for specific purposes, it can be used as a
text for graduate engineering students or by the
professional engineer interested in learning how
computers can be applied to practical problems. Data
files and worked solutions are included. Some forty
programs are explained ranging from cross-sectional
and connection analysis, through equation solution
methods to linear elastic analysis of plane and space
frames, as well as describing the non-linear and large
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deformation treatment of a variety of frame, cable
and arch structures. This new edition extensively
revises the chapter on beam analysis, with more
powerful theory and programs suitable to the
microcomputers of today.

Design of Structural Elements
Does energy consumption influence architectural
style? Should more energy-efficient buildings look
different? Can that "look" be used to explain or
enhance their performance? Architecture and Energy
provides architects and architectural theorists with
more durable arguments for environmental design
decisions, arguments addressing three different
scales or aspects of contemporary construction. By
drawing together essays from the leading experts in
the field, this book engages with crucial issues in
sustainable design, such as: The larger role of energy
in forming the cultural and economic systems in
which architecture is conceived, constructed, and
evaluated The different measures and meanings of
energy "performance" and how those measures are
realized in buildings The specific ways in which
energy use translates into the visible aspects of
architectural style. Drawing on research from the UK,
US, Europe, and Asia the book outlines the problems
surrounding energy and architecture and provides the
reader with a considered overview of this important
topic.

Design of Structural Elements
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A revealing look at work environments that lead to
greater loyalty and an increase in productivity
Exploring the premise that the best way to attract and
retain people, and their knowledge, will come from
designing environments that turn today's increasingly
virtual workplace into an attractive place for people to
spend their time, Management by Design: Applying
Design Principles to the Work Experience shows how
the principles of design can be successfully applies to
the work experience, making it a rewarding and
productive. Reveals why the application of design to
the workplace experience can improve the
employee/employer relationship Why increased
morale and employee loyalty start with a great work
environment Explains why it is more important than
ever to manage work experiences, especially with the
projected work shortages in the coming decades
Other titles by Rasmus: Listening to the Future: Why
It's Everybody's Business This innovative book helps
managers and executives connect the dots between
employee retention, positive brand expression, and
lasting stories that reflect well on an organization.

NBS Special Publication
This third edition of a popular textbook is a concise
single-volume introduction to the design of structural
elements in concrete, steel, timber, masonry, and
composites. It provides design principles and
guidance in line with both British Standards and
Eurocodes, current as of late 2007. Topics discussed
include the philosophy of design, basic structural
concepts, and material properties. After an
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introduction and overview of structural design, the
book is conveniently divided into sections based on
British Standards and Eurocodes.

Structural Elements Design Manual:
Working with Eurocodes
BIM for Structural Engineering and Architecture
Building Information Modeling: Framework for
Structural Design outlines one of the most promising
new developments in architecture, engineering, and
construction (AEC). Building information modeling
(BIM) is an information management and analysis
technology that is changing the role of computation in
the architectural and engineering industries. The
innovative process constructs a database assembling
all of the objects needed to build a specific structure.
Instead of using a computer to produce a series of
drawings that together describe the building, BIM
creates a single illustration representing the building
as a whole. This book highlights the BIM technology
and explains how it is redefining the structural
analysis and design of building structures. BIM as a
Framework Enabler This book introduces a new
framework—the structure and architecture synergy
framework (SAS framework)—that helps develop and
enhance the understanding of the fundamental
principles of architectural analysis using BIM tools.
Based upon three main components: the structural
melody, structural poetry, and structural analysis,
along with the BIM tools as the frame enabler, this
new framework allows users to explore structural
design as an art while also factoring in the principles
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of engineering. The framework stresses the influence
structure can play in form generation and in defining
spatial order and composition. By highlighting the
interplay between architecture and structure, the
book emphasizes the conceptual behaviors of
structural systems and their aesthetic implications
and enables readers to thoroughly understand the art
and science of whole structural system concepts.
Presents the use of BIM technology as part of a design
process or framework that can lead to a more
comprehensive, intelligent, and integrated building
design Places special emphasis on the application of
BIM technology for exploring the intimate relationship
between structural engineering and architectural
design Includes a discussion of current and emerging
trends in structural engineering practice and the role
of the structural engineer in building design using
new BIM technologies Building Information Modeling:
Framework for Structural Design provides a thorough
understanding of architectural structures and
introduces a new framework that revolutionizes the
way building structures are designed and constructed.

Design of Structural Elements
A Powerful Tool for the Analysis and Design of
Complex Structural Elements Finite-Element Modelling
of Structural Concrete: Short-Term Static and
Dynamic Loading Conditions presents a finite-element
model of structural concrete under short-term
loading, covering the whole range of short-term
loading conditions, from static (monotonic and cyclic)
to dynamic (seismic and impact) cases. Experimental
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data on the behavior of concrete at both the material
and structural levels reveal the unavoidable
development of triaxial stress conditions prior to
failure which dictate the collapse and ductility of
structural concrete members. Moreover, and in
contrast with generally accepted tenets, it can be
shown that the post-peak behavior of concrete as a
material is realistically described by a complete and
immediate loss of load-carrying capacity. Hence
rational analysis and design of concrete components
in accordance with the currently prevailing limit-state
philosophy requires the use of triaxial material data
consistent with the notion of a fully brittle material,
and this approach is implemented in the book by
outlining a finite-element method for the prediction of
the strength, deformation, and cracking patterns of
arbitrary structural concrete forms. Presents a Unified
Approach to Structural Modeling Numerous examples
are given that show both the unifying generality of
this proposed approach and the reliability of the
ensuing numerical procedure for which the sole input
is the specified uniaxial cylinder compressive strength
of concrete and the yield stress of the steel. This not
only offers a better understanding of the
phenomenology of structural concrete behavior but
also illustrates, by means of suitable examples, the
type of revision required for improving design
methods in terms of both safety and economy. This
book: Highlights the significance of valid experimental
information on the behavior of concrete under triaxial
stress conditions for interpreting structural behavior
Describes the techniques used for obtaining valid test
data and modeling concrete behavior Discusses the
modeling of steel properties as well as the interaction
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between concrete and steel Presents numerical
techniques for incorporating the material models into
nonlinear finite-element analysis for the case of shortterm static loading Provides numerical techniques
adopted for extending the use of the numerical
analysis scheme for the solution of dynamic problems
Predicts the response of a wide range of structuralconcrete configurations to seismic and impact
excitations Using relevant case studies throughout,
Finite-Element Modelling of Structural Concrete: ShortTerm Static and Dynamic Loading Conditions focuses
on the realistic modeling of structural concrete on the
basis of existing and reliable material data and aids in
the research and study of structural concrete and
concrete materials.

Design of Structural Elements with
Tropical Hardwoods
Focusing on the fundamentals of structural dynamics
required for earthquake blast resistant design,
Structural Dynamics in Earthquake and Blast
Resistant Design initiates a new approach of blending
a little theory with a little practical design in order to
bridge this unfriendly gap, thus making the book
more structural engineer-friendly. This is attempted
by introducing the equations of motion followed by
free and forced vibrations of SDF and MDF systems,
D’Alembert’s principle, Duhammel’s integral, relevant
impulse, pulse and sinusoidal inputs, and, most
importantly, support motion and triangular pulse
input required in earthquake and blast resistant
designs, respectively. Responses of multistorey
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buildings subjected to earthquake ground motion by a
well-known mode superposition technique are
explained. Examples of real-size structures as they
are being designed and constructed using the popular
ETABS and STAAD are shown. Problems encountered
in such designs while following the relevant codes of
practice like IS 1893 2016 due to architectural
constraints are highlighted. A very difficult constraint
is in avoiding torsional modes in fundamental and first
three modes, the inability to get enough mass
participation, and several others. In blast resistant
design the constraint is to model the blast effects on
basement storeys (below ground level). The problem
is in obtaining the attenuation due to the soil.
Examples of inelastic hysteretic systems where top
soft storey plays an important role in expending the
input energy, provided it is not below a stiffer storey
(as also required by IS 1893 2016), and inelastic
torsional response of structures asymmetric in plan
are illustrated in great detail. In both cases the
concept of ductility is explained in detail. Results of
response spectrum analyses of tall buildings
asymmetric in plan constructed in Bengaluru using
ETABS are mentioned. Application of capacity
spectrum is explained and illustrated using ETABS for
a tall building. Research output of retrofitting
techniques is mentioned. Response spectrum analysis
using PYTHON is illustrated with the hope that it could
be a less expensive approach as it is an open source
code. A new approach of creating a fictitious
(imaginary) boundary to obtain blast loads on belowground structures devised by the author is presented
with an example. Aimed at senior undergraduates and
graduates in civil engineering, earthquake
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engineering and structural engineering, this book:
Explains in a simple manner the fundamentals of
structural dynamics pertaining to earthquake and
blast resistant design Illustrates seismic resistant
designs such as ductile design philosophy and limit
state design with the use of capacity spectrum
Discusses frequency domain analysis and Laplace
transform approach in detail Explains solutions of
building frames using software like ETABS and STAAD
Covers numerical simulation using a well-known open
source tool PYTHON

Sustainable Architecture and Urbanism
This second edition of the textbook presents a
systematic introduction to the structural mechanics of
composite components. The book focusses on
modeling and calculation of sandwiches and
laminated composites i.e. anisotropic material. The
new edition includes an additional chapter covering
the latest advances in both research and applications,
which are highly relevant for readers. The textbook is
written for use not only in engineering curricula of
aerospace, civil and mechanical engineering, but also
for materials science and applied mechanics.
Furthermore, it addresses practicing engineers and
researchers. No prior knowledge of composite
materials and structures is required for the
understanding of its content. The book is close to
classical courses of "Strength of Materials" and
"Theory of Beams, Plates and Shells" but it extends
the classic content on two topics: the linear elastic
material behavior of isotropic and non-isotropic
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structural elements, and inhomogeneous material
properties in the thickness direction. The Finite
Element Analysis of laminate and sandwich structures
is briefly presented. Many solved examples illustrate
the application of the techniques learned.

Special Structural Topics
Thoroughly revised and updated, the second edition
of this well-respected book provides the most
comprehensive coverage of structural design, ideal
for undergraduates in all years of civil engineering
and structural engineering courses. Fully up-to-date
with the most recent structural Eurocodes, it provides
a detailed study of design using the four most
important materials for construction: concrete, steel,
timber and masonry. Design of Structural Elements is fully up-to-date for the structural Eurocodes features a wealth of practical problems and real-world
examples - includes more than 500 easy-to-follow
diagrams - comprehensively covers all the key topics,
including a detailed section on structural analysis
Translating theory into practice with plenty of worked
examples, this user-friendly text is an indispensable
resource both for students and for practising
engineers looking to refresh their knowledge.

Guide to Stability Design Criteria for
Metal Structures
Until now, information on the dynamic loading of
structures has been widely scattered. No other book
has examined the different types of loading in a
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comprehensive and systematic manner, and looked at
their signficance in the design process. The book
begins with a survey of the probabilistic background
to all forms of loads, which is particularly important to
dynamic loads, and then looks at the main types in
turn: wind, earthquake, wave, blast and impact
loading. The relevant code provisions (Eurocode and
UBC American) are detailed and a number of
examples are used to illustrate the principles. A final
section covers the analysis for dynamic loading,
drawing out the concepts underlying the treatment of
all dynamic loads, and the corresponding modelling
techniques. Throughout there is a focus on the
modelling of structures, rather than on classical
structural dynamics.

Composites
This book provides basic information on the design of
structures with tropical woods. It is intended primarily
for teaching university- and college-level courses in
structural design. It is also suitable as a reference
material for practitioners. Although parts of the
background material relate specifically to West and
East Africa, the design principles apply to the whole of
tropical Africa, Latin America and South Asia. The
book is laced with ample illustrations including
photographs of real life wood structures and
structural elements across Africa that make for
interesting reading. It has numerous manual and
Excel spread sheet worked examples and review
questions that can properly guide a first-time
designer of wooden structural elements. A number of
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design problems are also solved using the FORTRAN
programming language. Topics covered in the
thirteen chapters of the book include a brief
introduction to the book, the anatomy and physical
properties of tropical woods; a bri ef review of the
mechanical properties of wood, timber seasoning and
preservation, uses of wood and wood products in
construction; basic theory of structures, and structural
load computations; design of wooden beams, solid
and built-up wooden columns, wood connections and
wooden trusses; as well as a brief introduction to the
design of wooden bridges.

Mechanics of Composite Structural
Elements
This comprehensive and well-organized book presents
the concepts and principles of earthquake resistant
design of structures in an easy-to-read style. The use
of these principles helps in the implementation of
seismic design practice. The book adopts a step-bystep approach, starting from the fundamentals of
structural dynamics to application of seismic codes in
analysis and design of structures. The text also
focusses on seismic evaluation and retrofitting of
reinforced concrete and masonry buildings. The text
has been enriched with a large number of diagrams
and solved problems to reinforce the understanding of
the concepts. Intended mainly as a text for
undergraduate and postgraduate students of civil
engineering, this text would also be of considerable
benefit to practising engineers, architects, field
engineers and teachers in the field of earthquake
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resistant design of structures.

Design of Structural Elements
Geschwindner's 2nd edition of Unified Design of
SteelStructures provides an understanding that
structural analysisand design are two integrated
processes as well as the necessaryskills and
knowledge in investigating, designing, and
detailingsteel structures utilizing the latest design
methods according tothe AISC Code.The goal is to
prepare readers to work in designoffices as designers
and in the field as inspectors. This new edition is
compatible with the 2011 AISC code as wellas
marginal references to the AISC manual for design
examples andillustrations, which was seen as a real
advantage by the surveyrespondents. Furthermore,
new sections have been added on: DirectAnalysis,
Torsional and flexural-torsional buckling of
columns,Filled HSS columns, and Composite column
interaction. Morereal-world examples are included in
addition to new use ofthree-dimensional illustrations
in the book and in the imagegallery; an increased
number of homework problems; and mediaapproach
Solutions Manual, Image Gallery.

Unified Design of Steel Structures
Thoroughly revised and updated, the second edition
of this well-respected book provides the most
comprehensive coverage of structural design, ideal
for undergraduates in all years of civil engineering
and structural engineering courses. Fully up-to-date
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with the most recent structural Eurocodes, it provides
a detailed study of design using the four most
important materials for construction: concrete, steel,
timber and masonry. Design of Structural Elements is fully up-to-date for the structural Eurocodes features a wealth of practical problems and real-world
examples - includes more than 500 easy-to-follow
diagrams - comprehensively covers all the key topics,
including a detailed section on structural analysis
Translating theory into practice with plenty of worked
examples, this user-friendly text is an indispensable
resource both for students and for practising
engineers looking to refresh their knowledge.

NEHRP Recommended Provisions for
Seismic Regulations for New Buildings
and Other Structures
The Practical Design of Structural
Elements in Aluminium
The application of glass as a structural material may
seem surprising initially, yet pioneering glass
structures were first built two decades ago already.
Ever since, Structural Glass has been developing at a
very high pace thanks to very intensive scientific and
industrial research and new technological
developments.Right at the heart of these rap

Design of Structural Elements
This second edition of Examples in Structural Analysis
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uses a step-by-step approach and provides an
extensive collection of fully worked and graded
examples for a wide variety of structural analysis
problems. It presents detailed information on the
methods of solutions to problems and the results
obtained. Also given within the text is a summary of
each of the principal analysis techniques inherent in
the design process and where appropriate, an
explanation of the mathematical models used. The
text emphasises that software should only be used if
designers have the appropriate knowledge and
understanding of the mathematical modelling,
assumptions and limitations inherent in the programs
they use. It establishes the use of hand-methods for
obtaining approximate solutions during preliminary
design and an independent check on the answers
obtained from computer analyses. What’s New in the
Second Edition: New chapters cover the development
and use of influence lines for determinate and
indeterminate beams, as well as the use of
approximate analyses for indeterminate pin-jointed
and rigid-jointed plane-frames. This edition includes a
rewrite of the chapter on buckling instability, expands
on beams and on the use of the unit load method
applied to singly redundant frames. The x-y-z coordinate system and symbols have been modified to
reflect the conventions adopted in the structural
Eurocodes. William M. C. McKenzie is also the author
of six design textbooks relating to the British
Standards and the Eurocodes for structural design
and one structural analysis textbook. As a member of
the Institute of Physics, he is both a chartered
engineer and a chartered physicist and has been
involved in consultancy, research and teaching for
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more than 35 years.

Structural Design from First Principles
Timber, steel, and concrete are common engineering
materials used in structural design. Material choice
depends upon the type of structure, availability of
material, and the preference of the designer. The
design practices the code requirements of each
material are very different. In this updated edition,
the elemental designs of individual components of
each material are presented, together with theory of
structures essential for the design. Numerous
examples of complete structural designs have been
included. A comprehensive database comprising
materials properties, section properties,
specifications, and design aids, has been included to
make this essential reading.

Structural Mechanics
The second edition of this popular textbook provides,
in a single volume, an introduction to the design of
structural elements in concrete, steel, timber and
masonry. Part One explains the principles and
philosophy of design, basic techniques, and structural
concepts. Designing in accordance with British
Standard codes of practice follows in Part Two, with
numerous diagrams and worked examples. In Part
Three the Eurocodes are introduced, and their main
differences to British codes are explained.
Comprehensively revised and updated to comply with
the latest British Standards and Eurocodes, the
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second edition also features a new section on the use
and design of composite materials. With an
accompanying solutions manual available online,
Design of Structural Elements is the ideal course text
for students of civil and structural engineering, on
degree, HNC and HND courses.

Architecture and Energy
This book sheds light on the shear behavior of Fiber
Reinforced Concrete (FRC) elements, presenting a
thorough analysis of the most important studies in the
field and highlighting their shortcomings and issues
that have been neglected to date. Instead of
proposing a new formula, which would add to an
already long list, it instead focuses on existing design
codes. Based on a comparison of experimental tests,
it provides a thorough analysis of these codes,
describing both their reliability and weaknesses.
Among other issues, the book addresses the influence
of flange size on shear, and the possible inclusion of
the flange factor in design formulas. Moreover, it
reports in detail on tests performed on beams made
of concrete of different compressive strengths, and on
fiber reinforcements to study the influence on shear,
including size effects. Lastly, the book presents a
thorough analysis of FRC hollow core slabs. In fact,
although this is an area of great interest in the
current research landscape, it remains largely
unexplored due to the difficulties encountered in
attempting to fit transverse reinforcement in these
elements.
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Aluminium Structural Elements Design
This book presents a method which simplifies and
unifies the design of reinforced concrete (RC)
structures and is applicable to any structural element
under both normal and seismic loading conditions.
The proposed method has a sound theoretical basis
and is expressed in a unified form applicable to all
structural members, as well as their connections. It is
applied in practice through the use of simple failure
criteria derived from first principles without the need
for calibration through the use of experimental data.
The method is capable of predicting not only loadcarrying capacity but also the locations and modes of
failure, as well as safeguarding the structural
performance code requirements. In this book, the
concepts underlying the method are first presented
for the case of simply supported RC beams. The
application of the method is progressively extended
so as to cover all common structural elements. For
each structural element considered, evidence of the
validity of the proposed method is presented together
with design examples and comparisons with current
code specifications. The method has been found to
produce design solutions which satisfy the seismic
performance requirements of current codes in all
cases investigated to date, including structural
members such as beams, columns, and walls, beamto-beam or column-to-column connections, and beamto-column joints.

Design of Concrete Structures with
Stress Fields
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The definitive guide to stability design criteria, fully
updated and incorporating current research
Representing nearly fifty years of cooperation
between Wiley and the Structural Stability Research
Council, the Guide to Stability Design Criteria for
Metal Structures is often described as an invaluable
reference for practicing structural engineers and
researchers. For generations of engineers and
architects, the Guide has served as the definitive
work on designing steel and aluminum structures for
stability. Under the editorship of Ronald Ziemian and
written by SSRC task group members who are leading
experts in structural stability theory and research, this
Sixth Edition brings this foundational work in line with
current practice and research. The Sixth Edition
incorporates a decade of progress in the field since
the previous edition, with new features including:
Updated chapters on beams, beam-columns, bracing,
plates, box girders, and curved girders. Significantly
revised chapters on columns, plates, composite
columns and structural systems, frame stability, and
arches Fully rewritten chapters on thin-walled (coldformed) metal structural members, stability under
seismic loading, and stability analysis by finite
element methods State-of-the-art coverage of many
topics such as shear walls, concrete filled tubes,
direct strength member design method, behavior of
arches, direct analysis method, structural integrity
and disproportionate collapse resistance, and inelastic
seismic performance and design recommendations for
various moment-resistant and braced steel frames
Complete with over 350 illustrations, plus references
and technical memoranda, the Guide to Stability
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Design Criteria for Metal Structures, Sixth Edition
offers detailed guidance and background on design
specifications, codes, and standards worldwide.

Compressive Force-Path Method
The aim of this book is to provide a practical and
simplified guide to the design of structural elements
in aluminium, using the British Standards, especially
BS 8118 'Structural use of aluminium', as its basis.
The book is intended to give a broad introduction to
the subject; there are more advanced books treating
the research and theoretical aspects of aluminium, its
alloys, temper designations, but none that consider
the design of aluminium structures using BS 8118.
The book is written as a text for undergraduate and
postgraduate students of building, civil and structural
engineering, especially those studying aluminium
design; as familiarization material for consultant,
contracting engineers and technicians, who design in
aluminium or who check design calculations; and as a
reference for those working on aluminium structures
in the aerospace, offshore and marine industries.

Principles of Structural Design
This timely volume addresses the critical issue of safe
design of mechanical structures, systems and
components belonging to hazardous facilities, in order
to withstand the effects of extreme loads. These may
be either man-made, such as design-basis accidents
or aircraft crashes, or due to natural disasters, such
as earthquakes or tornadoes.Hazardous facilities
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include the nuclear, petrochemical and biomedical
industries. Detailed information on government
regulations and industry standards is provided. The
structures, distribution systems, and components
addressed by this guide include those addressed by
ASME and related standards, such as API, IBC, ASCE,
and others.

Design of Hazardous Mechanical
Structures, Systems and Components for
Extreme Loads
This third edition of a popular textbook is a concise
single-volume introduction to the design of structural
elements in concrete, steel, timber, masonry, and
composites. It provides design principles and
guidance in line with both British Standards and
Eurocodes, current as of late 2007. Topics discussed
include the philosophy of design, basic structural
concepts, and material properties. After an
introduction and overview of structural design, the
book is conveniently divided into sections based on
British Standards and Eurocodes.
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